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The motivation behind conducting this research is to study the association

between oil prices and Islamic and conventional stock indexes’ performance in

the Malaysian market during COVID-19 using the wavelet analysis technique.

The daily data on selected variables were collected from 1 January 2020, to

10 June 2021. Empirical investigationwasmadewithwavelet analysis alongwith

the Toda-Yamamoto test. The results revealed the significant response of both

indexes to the oil price. Such response was negative for the short- and medium

terms; however, it became positive in the long run. Our research has several

important implications and recommendations for asset managers and

policymakers. Policymakers and regulators should promote awareness and

adopt effective action plans to minimize the risk of change in oil prices

during the COVID-19 period. This research will enable investors, scholars,

and policymakers to improve their current structure and prepare them for

any potential future crisis.
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1 Introduction

Petroleum is considered a vital energy source (Gao et al., 2014). Substantial evidence

regarding oil price and stock price relationships has attracted academic researchers,

investors, and policymakers (Mishra et al., 2019). Such evidence also has empirical

support in the existing literature (Pal & Mitra, 2017; Kumar, 2019; Ehouman, 2020;

Hashmi et al., 2021; Jiang & Liu, 2021; Tiwari et al., 2021). The economic justification of
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finance practitioners and researchers related to the stock prices

and oil connection depends on the argument that changes in the

prices of oil impact stock prices through corporate gains and cash

flows. In addition, the underlying economic theory argues that

changes in prices of oil effects stock prices via production cost.

The theory of equity valuation supports this argument. This

theory states that current stock prices represent the present value

of projected future cash flows. (Jouini, 2013).

Previous studies claim that the prices of oil influence

economic situations such as interest rates (Apergis & Miller,

2009), inflation (Sadorsky, 1999; Park & Ratti, 2008), the

exchange rate (Olayeni et al., 2020), and global economic

activity (Olayeni et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2019). These

findings allow us to speculate on the favorable impact of oil

prices on stock prices via corporate cash flows, discount rate

(Jouini, 2013), and production cost (Mishra et al., 2019). The

existing literature divides countries based on whether they

import or export oil when analyzing the connection between

oil prices and stock performance (Wang et al., 2013; Arshad,

2017). Furthermore, in Park and Ratti’s (2008) study, the

influence of oil prices on stock prices in oil-importing

European countries was found to be low.

Although there are studies (Sadorsky, 1999; Ciner, 2001;

Basher & Sadorsky, 2006; Elyasiani, Mansur & Odusami, 2011;

Cunado and de Gracia, 2014; Diaz et al., 2016; Diaz and

deGracia, 2017; Wei & Guo, 2017; Tiwari et al., 2018)

which analyzed the association of oil prices and stock

prices, their findings are not unanimous. The most recent

work also includes several studies (Bildirici & Badur, 2019; Lv,

Lien & Yu, 2020; Alamgir & Amin, 2021; Ivanovski &

Hailemariam, 2021; Kang, Gracia & Ratti, 2021; Wang,

Umar, Afshan & Haouas, 2021), which analyzed the

dynamics of oil-stock price association. On one side, both

could have a negative correlation (Ghouri, 2006; Miller and

Ratti, 2009) due to the adverse influence of oil prices on real

output (Jouini, 2013). In contrast, an increase in the prices of

oil can increase stock prices (Zhu, Li & Yu, 2011; Li, Zhu & Yu,

2012) due to its positive correlation with global (Dong et al.,

2019) and domestic economic activities (Raza et al., 2018). The

negative or positive stimulus of prices of oil on stock prices

also depends on country-specific characteristics (Cong, Wei,

Jiao & Fan, 2008; Park & Ratti, 2008). Such characteristics

include a country’s own firm circumstances that reflect stock

prices. These characteristics can be the behavior of a specific

sector’s stock return. Another part of the existing literature

also claims that stock returns do not respond to changes in oil

prices (Apergis & Miller, 2009).

The articles on the link between oil and stock prices were

engrossed in both emerging (Gupta & Modise, 2013) and

developed markets (Cunado and Gracia, 2003; Ghouri, 2006;

Sadorsky, 2008). Ghouri (2006) postulated an adverse effect of

prices of oil on the stock returns of oil organizations in the US in

the context of advanced countries. Studies have also led to

explain stock returns and oil price links in the context of

other areas such as Europe (Cunado and Gracia, 2003) and

GCC countries (Hammoudeh & Choi, 2007).

In addition to conventional stocks, Islamic stocks are now

becoming the focus of the literature due to their innovative

features (Mishra, Sharif, Khuntia, Meo & Khan, 2019). In

Malaysia, Hussin et al. (2012) revealed a significant co-

integrating connection between prices of oil and Islamic stock

prices. Mishra et al. (2019) reported cointegration between the

performance of the Dow Jones Islamic Stock Index and global

crude oil prices from 1 January 1996 to 13 April 2018. Arshad

(2017), having a sample of top 10 oil-importing countries, found

the co-movement between the volatility in the prices of oil and

volatility in the Islamic stock market. The Islamic stock market’s

significant reliance on the real economy caused such co-

movement. In addition, higher volatility and lower efficiency

in the merging market’s Islamic stock markets were noticed than

in developed countries’ Islamic markets.

In the Malaysian context, Abdullah, Saiti & Masih (2016)

argued that Malaysia has the largest and most stable Islamic

capital market. At the sectoral level, Badeeb and Lean (2018)

study, by applying the nonlinear ARDL methodology, found the

frail linkage between the prices of oil and the performance of

Islamic stocks. However, the reaction and nature of sensitivity of

prices of stock toward oil differed, regarding different sectors.

Narayan et al. (2019) collected the monthly data on 2,178 Islamic

stocks and reported that 32% of these stocks react significantly to

changes in oil prices. At the index level, Ftiti and Hadhri (2019)

selected nine Dow-Jones Islamic Market indexes. With the help

of a nonlinear non-parametric approach, they revealed that oil

prices could be used to forecast Islamic stock returns. Similarly,

in the case of BRICS countries, Hassan et al. (2019) analyzed the

correlation between prices of oil and Islamic index’s

performance. They reported a high correlation among these

two variables for China and India during the period of the

global financial crisis. However, Hassan et al. (2019) found no

such association in the Brazilian and Russian markets. They

advised investors to choose lower weights for oil and BRIC

Islamic indexes for optimal minimum-variance portfolios than

the conventional indexes. In the African context, Abdulkarim

et al. (2020) analyzed the connection between the prices of oil and

Islamic stock indexes. They established a long-term cointegrating

association between oil and certain African Islamic indices.

Adekoya et al. (2021) observed that Islamic stocks exhibited

greater immunity against COVID-19 than conventional stocks.

After the emergence of COVID-19 in China (Abuzayed &Al-

Fayoumi, 2021), within 1 month, it caused almost one million

infections and 60,000 deaths in China alone (Worldometer,

2021). On 25th January, the first case of COVID-19 was

reported in Malaysia (see, for instance, Elengoe, 2020; Tang,

2020). On 20 February 2020, the “World Health Organization”

(WHO) declared COVID-19 a global emergency and then a

global pandemic on 11 March 2020, based on the extent and
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trajectory of the spread (Ali et al., 2020). COVID-19 quickly

transformed into a global meltdown from a provincial health

scare.

COVID-19 created a negative impact on the global financial

market. It reduced almost a quarter of global wealth within a

month. S&P 500 witnessed a 30 percent decline in 16 days of

trading (Ali et al., 2020). In the case of developed markets, the US

faced a 32 percent decline in stock prices, UK 27.9 percent, and

Italy bared 39.3 downfalls. In this scenario, emerging markets are

not exceptions (Salisu et al., 2020). There was a 40.5 percent

decline in Brazilian stock, in Russia 24.2 percent, and in China it

was 10.1 percent. Globally, stock markets have become highly

volatile since the COVID-19 outbreak and have suffered a loss of

more than USD 9 trillion. Such volatility in the stock market is

also due to panic sold out by investors (World Economic Forum,

2020).

As the pandemic of COVID-19 raged on, oil prices

plummeted by 30%, the steepest decrease compared to the

Gulf War held in 1991 (Schneider & Domonoske, 2020). The

decline in oil prices was due to the failure of negotiation between

OPEC and Russia in the context of declining oil demand

(Abuzayed & Al-Fayoumi, 2021). In April 2020, however,

OPEC and Russia agreed to restrict the petroleum output on

the basis of per day by around 9.7 million barrels. However, such

a bargain is not sufficient to counteract the COVID-19

destruction of demand (Reuters, 2020).

Financial markets suffered a much faster and more dramatic

impact from COVID-19 (Abuzayed & Al-Fayoumi, 2021). The

COVID-19 financial impacts have been compared in the

literature to the global financial crisis of 2008 (ArshianSharif

et al., 2020), which have been widely discussed in the existing

literature in the context of spillover effect (Yarovaya et al., 2016),

contagion (Kenourgios et al., 2011; Dimitriou et al., 2013),

integration (Srivastava et al., 2015), and decoupling (Bekiros,

2014). In GCC countries, one study applied the DCC- GARCH

model (see e.g., Abuzayed and Al-Fayomi, 2021) and found that

oil price systematic risk on GCC countries’ stock market was

greater during the COVID-19 time than that before COVID-19.

Studies addressing the interconnection between stock and oil

prices are dedicated to oil and conventional stock compared to oil

and Islamic stocks. However, Islamic stocks, due to their distinct

features, rapid expansion, and innovation, prove themselves a

better candidate for investment diversification. Fundamentally,

Islamic stock is different from conventional stocks. Similar to

this, Islamic stocks must pass a tight screening process. Islamic

stock issuing firms cannot involve in businesses related to

gambling and in production of tobacco and alcohol. In

addition, Islamic stock should fulfill the conditions of Islamic

finance, which is asset-based. In contrast, conventional finance is

interest-based (Mishra et al., 2019).

Most of the previous studies adopted simple linear models or

empirical approaches to address the association between oil

prices and stock prices (for instance, Hashmi et al., 2022; Saha

2022). Time-series econometric models that are commonly used

provide information about time but disregard the critical

dimension of frequency (Gao et al., 2014). Hidden frequency

information also causes the nonlinear relationship among

variables and complicates the time-series analysis. Therefore,

concealed information in a common time-frequency domain is

crucial to locate. Such a domain can enable us to follow time

information to track changes linked to distinct frequency

components of the original time series (Huang et al., 2016).

So, to incorporate the impact of time and frequency, we applied

the wavelet method. According to Power and Turvey (2010), the

wavelet approach incorporates the impact of both time and

frequency. It can also detect short-term regimes or high-

frequency components (Ivanov et al., 1996).

Previous research applied VAR (Cong et al., 2008; Dagher &

El Hariri, 2013), GARCH, exponential GARCH (EGARCH)

models (Narayan et al., 2008), and seemingly unrelated

regression (Arouri & Rault, 2012), which are based on linear

regression. These methods apply a holistic perspective by only

focusing on the time perspective (Huang et al., 2016). In addition

to analyzing the linear connections among oil and stock prices,

studies also examined the combination of linear and nonlinear or

asymmetric relationships (Arouri & Nguyen, 2010; Arouri,

2011). All these studies, which have been conducted with

traditional linear and nonlinear models, have no consensus on

the oil and stock price relationship. Salisu et al. (2020) proposed

that the oil–stock relationship should be investigated separately.

It is because oil prices followed the trend of COVID-19, and stock

prices faced a major downfall due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Therefore, this study aims to analyze the connection of oil with

Islamic and conventional stock indexes of Malaysia, which is

ignored in the previous literature. This attempt is made with an

advanced and robust technique named the wavelet approach.

In the following respects, this work contributes to the

literature. First, this study aims to explore the effect of oil

prices on the Islamic and conventional stock index

performance. Second, this research ponders the COVID-19

pandemic time period to further examine the major downfall

of oil and stock prices during COVID-19. Lastly, previous studies

adopted simple linear models or empirical approach to address

the connection between oil and stock prices. However, this study

used an advanced and robust technique named the wavelet

approach.

2 Research methodology

2.1 Data and measurement

The oil price is selected as an independent variable in this

research, whereas the Islamic and conventional stock indexes are

selected as dependent variables. West Texas Intermediate (WTI)

crude oil prices are used to measure oil prices. The FTSE Bursa
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Malaysia Hijrah Shariah Index is taken as a proxy of Islamic stock

indexed. Conventional index performance is proxied through the

FTSEMalaysia KLCI Index. The data period selected in this study

is from 1 January 2020 to 10 June 2021. The empirical analysis is

carried out using the continuous wavelet transformation (CWT)

method, which has been used in earlier studies (Raza et al., 2018;

Dong et al., 2019; Sharrif et al., 2020). The data on selected

variables are collected from the Macrotrends official website. To

make the findings of this study robust, we converted the data into

logarithmic difference series to obtain return series.

2.2 Empirical techniques

2.2.1 Wavelet analysis
The wavelet analysis technique, which is a widely used

approach for detecting relationships at various frequencies,

was introduced in the mid-1980s as a substitute analysis for

Fourier. The fundamental problem of the analysis of Fourier is it

ignores the time-localized information, making it impossible to

locate structural breaks or detect transitory connections (Aguiar-

Conraria & Soares, 2011). On the other hand, the wavelet

transforms the time series into basic wavelets that are

extended and translated copies of a certain mother wavelet

located both in the time and frequency domains. As a result,

the series widens into a time-frequency domain, which enables

researchers to intuitively detect the series’ oscillations. Wavelet

analysis is also useful for stationary or non-stationary series,

whereas analysis of Fourier is only appropriate for stationary

series (Rouef and Von Sachs, 2011).

There are two distinct kinds of wavelet transforms: “discrete

wavelet transforms” (DWT) and “continuous wavelet

transforms” (CWT). To break down the series in question

into wavelets, we use the CWT developed by Aguiar-Conraria

et al. (2012) and Aguiar-Conraria and Soares (2011). The reason

behind the selection of continuous wavelet transforms is it can

extract features that simplify the resources necessary to deliver

relevant information. In addition, it delivers relevant information

and executes the desired job. On the other hand, DWT only

decreases the noise and compresses the data. Therefore, CWT is

more convenient than full-sized sample data since it uses a

simplified version of the data (Chang et al., 2013).

As discussed in the introduction, the earlier literature studied

oil–stock price nexuses using traditional econometrics

approaches. The findings of the previous literature (Cong

et al., 2008; Narayan et al., 2008; Dagher & El Hariri, 2013)

are contradictory because of the absence of frequency

information in existing time-series research. Therefore, the

CWT is best suited to handle information hidden in the time

and frequency domains since it can split a dataset into discrete

holding periods and give the real dynamics and co-movements of

the variables in question. The key benefit of the CWT is that it

accounts for heterogeneity in investment horizons by taking into

account the data’s temporal and frequency domain features

(Rahim & Masih, 2016; Haque et al., 2018). The CWT wx(u, s)
is attained by projecting a mother wavelet Ψ onto the examined

time series x(t) ∈ l2 (R), that is

Wx(u, s) � ∫
∞

−∞
x(t) 1�

s
√ ψ(t − u

s
)dt. (1)

Here, u refers to the time domain, and s refers to its position in

the frequency domain. According to Torrence and Webster

(1999), “the wavelet coherence of two time series u and s

could be described as follows:

R2
n(s) �

ΙS(s−1Wxy
n (s))Ι2

S(s−1ΙWx
n(s))Ι2.S(s−1ΙWy

n(s))Ι2, (2)

where S is a smoothing operator, s indicates wavelet scale, W

Wnx (S) refers to the continuous transformation of the time-

series X, Wny (S) represents the CWT of the time-series Y, and

Ynxy (s) is a cross-wavelet transform of the two-time series X

and Y”.

3 Results and interpretations

The basic characteristics of the data series and correlation

results are displayed in Table 1.

According to the results reported in Table 1, the mean

values of OIL, IS, and CS are 45.917, 13,824.34, and 1,538.556,

respectively. In addition, the minimum values of OIL, IS, and

CS are −37.63, 10607.39, and 1219.72, respectively.

Furthermore, the maximum values of OIL, IS, and CS are

70.29, 15785.18, and 1,684.58, respectively. The correlation

results indicate the highest positive association of 0.750 among

CS and OIL. At the same time, the lowest correlation was

observed between IS and OIL.

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix.

Parameter OIL IS CS

Mean 45.917 13,824.34 1,538.556

Median 44.55 13,874.33 1,572.61

Standard deviation 13.874 1,079.686 86.09849

Minimum −37.63 10,607.39 1,219.72

Maximum 70.29 15,785.18 1,684.58

Standard deviation 13.874 1,079.686 86.09849

Skewness −0.818 −0.661 −1.281,633

Kurtosis 5.831 2.985 4.294,983

Correlation matrix

OIL 1

IS 0.249 1

CS 0.750 0.683 1
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In the domain of time, at first, we conducted a cointegration

test to extract any association between oil prices and Islamic

stock and conventional stock indexes. Table 2 shows the results of

stationarity tests which include the “augmented Dickey-Fuller”

(ADF) (Dickey & Fuller, 1979) and “Phillips–Perron” (PP) tests

(Phillips & Perron, 1988). The lag-length criteria are chosen in

accordance with the “Schwartz information criterion” (SIC), with

a maximum lag length of 16. Both tests demonstrate that the

underlying series have unit roots at the level but become

stationary at the first difference.

All of the underlying variables in Table 2 are of I (1). Before

undertaking wavelet analysis, we employed the trace test

developed by Johansen (1991). According to the bivariate

analysis results reported in Table 3, oil price is co-integrated

with the Islamic and conventional stocks in the long run. The H0

of no cointegration is rejected because the test statistics are above

the threshold values.

We conducted a causality test in accordance with Toda and

Yamamoto (1995) to determine the influence of changes in the

price of oil on Islamic and conventional stock indexes.

Granger’s (1969) conventional causality test was used to

estimate a vector autoregressive (VAR) (K) model. K is the

optimal lag length(s) in this case; nevertheless, it is dependent

on the lag length in the VAR model and is constrained by the

stationarity assumption (Granger, 1986). Thus, to improve the

Granger causality test’s reliability, we applied the Toda-

Yamamoto causality technique that is not subject to pre-test

biases (Soytas & Sari, 2006). According to Le and Chang (2015),

the Toda-Yamamoto causality technique is valid, irrespective of

the cointegration and integration properties of the system. An

augmented VAR (K + dmax) is estimated under the Yamamoto

causality test, where dmax stands for the maximum cointegration

order of the selected variables.

As per Table 4, given the significance of the MWALD

statistics, we may reject the “Granger non-causality” among

oil and conventional and Islamic stock prices. Policymakers

should take note of the findings here since the rejection of the

TABLE 2 Unit root tests.

Variables at level ADF t-statistics Critical value at 1% PP t-statistics Critical value at 1%

I (0)

Oil −1.318 −3.448 −1.716 −3.448

Islamic stock −1.374 −3.448 −1.421 −3.448

Conventional stock −1.813 −3.448 −2.002 −3.448

Variables at the first difference I(1) ADF t-statistics Critical value at 1% PP t-statistics Critical value at 5%

Oil −15.036*** −3.448 −32.181*** −3.448

Islamic stock −18.730*** −3.448 −18.731*** −3.448

Conventional stock −19.405*** −3.448 −19.453*** −3.448

***, **, and * significant at 1, 5, and 10%, respectively.

TABLE 3 Cointegration results.

Hypothesized Eigenvalue TraceStatistic 0.05 critical value Prob

No. of CE(s)

None 0.272 252.551 29.797 0.000

Atmost 1 0.215 142.134 15.494 0.000

Atmost 2 0.153 57.812 3.841 0.000

“***, **, and * significant at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.”

TABLE 4 Toda-Yamamoto test results.

Null hypothesis MWALD statistics Decision

Oil does not effect IS 16.649*** Rejected

IS does not effect OIL 1.810 Accepted

OIL does not effect CS 27.974*** Rejected

CS does not effect OIL 5.167 Accepted

IS does not effect CS 3.315 Accepted

CS does not effect IS 5.846 Accepted

“***, **, and * significant at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.”
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null hypothesis of “Granger non-causality” indicates that shifts in

oil prices have a long-term impact on both Islamic and

conventional stock markets. These results are consistent with

those of Mishra et al. (2019) research, which reported a

cointegration association between oil and Islamic stock prices.

Similarly, with respect to conventional stocks, Park and Ratti

(2008) found the cointegration between oil prices and stock

prices in the market of the UK, Italy, and Finland.

We examined the co-movement of oil, Islamic, and

conventional stock indexes in the time-frequency domain after

proving cointegration and causation in the time series, which

demonstrated that they were all related. This was accomplished

by producing a wavelet power spectrum for the variables in

question. This analysis was carried out with the assistance of

Govhier and Grinsted’s “bivariate” package (for the R

environment). Part of the cone of influence is shown by the

white curve in Figure 1; an edge below the wavelet power

spectrum is affected by the discontinuity, making the

spectrum hard to interpret. The dark black contours exhibit

the significance level of 5 percent; here, the significance values are

generated with the help of Monte Carlo simulations.

The CWT plots for oil prices, Islamic stock index, and

conventional stock index are expressed in Figure 1. The CWT

explains the movements of each selected variable in the time

FIGURE 1
“Wavelet power spectrum” for the oil price, and Islamic and conventional stock indexes. The days are represented along the horizontal axis,
while the periods are shown along the vertical axis. The white line is referred to as the “cone of influence.” The area below the white line is affected
because of discontinuity, therefore being difficult to interpret. The black contour part of the “wavelet power spectrum” indicates the 5% significance
level. The color coding for power varies between red (high power) and blue (low power) colors.
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scales and frequency domain (ArshianSharif et al., 2020). For the

Malaysian market, significant volatility is clearly visible as a

response to the emergence of COVID-19 cases in the

Malaysian market. Such volatility persisted for short-,

medium-, long-, and very long-term periods. However, the

pattern of volatility was different in these periods. Islamic

stock prices showed greater volatility for an extended period

of time. The reason for the difference between the capricious

conventional and Islamic stock prices is the unique nature of

Islamic stocks with respect to screening criteria. Normally in the

financial crisis period, stock markets follow an irrational pattern

(Abdullahi, 2021), which is evident from the results of this study.

The oil prices exhibited significant short-, medium-, and long-

term volatility. It was mentioned by Veza et al. (2021) that the

COVID-19 impact, in the shape of movement restriction, was

severe for the fuel industry, which saw a historical price drop.

Figure 2 plots the wavelet coherence among the oil prices,

and Islamic and conventional stock indexes. Here, most of the

arrows point to the left and down, indicating the anticyclical

effect between the oil conventional stock index and the Islamic

stock index where oil prices are leading. Oil exporter countries

(such as Malaysia) are experiencing an unprecedented double

blow due to COVID-19. First, the global economic contraction

and second, the oil market collapse in April 2020 (Engebretsen &

Anderson, 2020). However, according to Figure 2, in the short

run, the influence of the oil price collapse is more on the

conventional stock index as compared to the Islamic stock

indexes. As per Keh et al. (2021), in the Malaysian market, oil

prices’ collapse due to COVID-19 shocks impacted the whole

economy. Such an adverse effect on the economy, in terms of the

adverse stock market performance, is evident from the results of

this study.

A significant link between stock and oil prices at the

beginning of the data period can be observed in the shape of

little red Islands at very short-term intervals, a time when the first

COVID-19 case was identified in Malaysia. One large red Island

(Islamic stock) and two relatively small Islands (conventional

index) can be observed in the short-run during the February and

March period. Here, oil pricing is leading by having a negative

association with stock prices. During this time interval,

Malaysian cases took a rise in February 2020 due to religious

event’s gatherings (Tang, 2020) and the subsequent imposition of

the Movement Control Order on 18 March 2020.

In the medium run, the influence of oil prices was observed

on both stock indexes, specifically during February 2021. It was

the period when first time during the pandemic period, oil prices

adopted an increasing trend by reaching 63.53 per barrel on

25 February 2021, from 53.55 per barrel on 1 February 2021. In

this case, as evident from Figure 2, the Islamic and conventional

indexes responded negatively. The Islamic index response was

significant for short-term andmedium-term periods, whereas the

conventional index response was mainly short-term. At the end

of this sample (June 2021), the dark red zone indicates the

significant association between oil, conventional, and Islamic

stock indexes. It was the period when the total lockdown was

imposed in Malaysia. In the very long run, a significant positive

link was also observed between oil prices and both stock market

indexes. It was around phase 4 (29 April 2020–3 May 2020) of

MCO in Malaysia, and just 8 cases were reported in this period

(Ministry of Health Malaysia, 2021).

FIGURE 2
“Wavelet coherence” for pairs of oil prices with Islamic and conventional stock indexes. The horizontal axis represents the period, whereas the
vertical axis indicates the scale. The white line is called the “cone of influence”. The area below the white line is affected because of discontinuity,
therefore being hard to explain. The degree of correlation is exhibited by a color. The hotter color shows the greater absolute correlation value.
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In a nutshell, the current study observed medium-, short-,

and long-run effects on both conventional and Islamic indexes.

The long-run influence of oil prices on selected indexes is positive

due to Malaysia’s oil-export-based economy. The findings of the

current study corroborate the claim of Jong et al. (2021) that

variations in international crude oil prices put a substantial

impact on various areas of the financial sector, particularly on

the stock market. This study observed the intensity of the lead-lag

association between oil and prices of stock differs at the different

frequency levels. Similar conclusions were testified by Albulescu

et al’s. (2021) study. Hence, investors in both developed and

developing countries are vulnerable to the effects of a sudden

increase in the price of crude oil due to its impact on “monetary

policy instruments, inflation, corporate income, and other

economic activities”. Therefore, these findings support the

equity valuation theory argument which lends credence to the

contention that “interest rate, inflation, production cost,

aggregate demand, and investor confidence” all play a role in

determining stock prices.

4 Conclusion

The present research studies the interconnection between the

fluctuations in global crude oil prices on conventional and

Islamic stock performances in Malaysia. For this purpose,

daily data on oil, and conventional and Islamic stock indexes

were collected from 1 January 2020 to 10 June 2021. An advanced

econometric technique named wavelet analysis was applied in

this research, which provides information in both the time and

frequency domains. Apart from that, the Toda-Yamamoto test

was also applied to examine long-term causality.

Crude oil price fluctuations have a substantial impact on the

production costs and profitability of industries. Since Malaysia is

an oil-exporting country, changes in oil prices can impact its

revenues and financial market performance. Considering this

point of view, we analyzed the response of Islamic and

conventional stock performance toward oil prices. In the short

run, the response was negative due to the higher volatility in the

market, consequential due to the emergence of the COVID-19

crisis. However, as the COVID-19 crisis prolonged, a positive

relationship between oil and Islamic and conventional stock

prices was observed.

From the empirical investigation, it has been found that oil

prices have significant influence on both selected indexes.

However, such influence differs regarding different

frequency levels. As it is now well documented that

COVID-19 has impaired the global economy, the current

study will educate investors, scholars, and policymakers

about the consequence of COVID-19 on the financial

market of Malaysia. Furthermore, it is important for the

Islamic finance industry to understand how Islamic stock

prices behaved during COVID-19. It is important for the

Islamic finance industry to understand how Islamic stock

prices behaved during COVID-19. It is also strongly

recommended that market participants consistently engage

in prudent risk management procedures and choose

appropriate hedging instruments in order to take

preventative actions to ensure the stability of Islamic stock

markets. As a future recommendation, the current study scope

can be extended to other ASEAN countries. In addition, the

data period of the current study can be extended to the pre-

COVID-19 era. Moreover, in future, a comparative analysis

can be made of the stock and oil price association regarding

the pre- and post-COVID-19 periods.
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